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This is far from a comprehensive guide like my work on some Behringer instruments, and 
might never really become one. Yet, since some people got in touch asking about the single 

instrument out mod, I thought I write up some things I found out about this cool drum 
machine. Work on this has been on/off, but more might follow in the future.  

 
 

If you want to support my mod guides: https://ko-fi.com/maffez 

  

https://ko-fi.com/maffez


General Description of the UNO Drum  

The PCB layout is well organized and the components of individual instruments are nicely 

grouped rather than scattered all over the place. What might make work on the unit a little 

more difficult, on the other hand, is that components are not labeled. On account of the dark 

coating of the PCB, tracing individual circuits is rather difficult since traces can only be seen 

when lighted from a specific angle.  

 
 
The components themselves, apart from the caps for individual outputs, are tiny!  
 
Disassembly is done easily: pull of the potentiometer knobs (if need be, help them come up 
with the aid of a teaspoon for wedging a little), take out the screws on the chassis bottom, 
then lift of the top off. 

 
 
If the touchpad PCB is in the way, you can (gently) pull out the ZIFF connector on the main 
PCB. By the way – your UNO drum (minus the sequencer) still works and spits out sounds 
without the touchpad!  

 



Instrument Sections 

The UNO drum features five analogue instruments and one audio channel for multiple PCM-
based instruments.  

 

BD1 is oriented towards a Roland TR909 kick, yet offers quite a bit more. Apart from a 
click/noise component in the attack portion, you have one main VCO that undergoes a pulse 
shaper (like on the 909) and diverse forms of envelope modulations. A very neat feature is a 
second VCO that can frequency modulate VCO1. The pitch information for both VCOs is 
provided from PWM signals from the CPU, and, if I’m not entirely mistaken, the pitch and VCA 
envelopes are also provided digitally. Hence, you can dynamically change and motion-record 
various sound aspects. The BD “click” transient is provided by an entirely separate audio 
channel and mixed together with the main BD sound at the instrument summing stage. 
 
BD2 is more oriented towards the Roland TR808 Kick, comprising a noise portion and a T-
bridge resonating network for the main sound body. The Snare consists of two T-bridge 
networks and a noise component and is thus technically close to the Tr808 snare, albeit with 
sound differences. The Clap, again, comprises a t-bridge component and noise, both of which 
are filtered, with the wonderful feature of selectable VCA envelopes. The white noise feeding 
the BD, snare, and clap is analogue. The Hats are practically distortion, filter and VCA stages 
processing the raw Metal Noise, which is provided by the CPU. The latter has the advantage of 
motion-sequencing HH tuning.  
 
I think all instrument envelopes are created digitally. Many digitally changeable parameters, 
such as BD1 FM amount, for instance, go via the two NJU72343 8-channel volume controller 
ICs on the left of the PCB, which also carry the individual instruments (and might also regulate 
FX amount). Further PWM/control signals are provided directly by the ARM microprocessor on 
the very right of the PCB. 
 
As regards instrument level control, oddly, some/all instrument levels are already regulated at 
the final instrument stage rather than a final mixing unit. For instance, the final OPAMP stage 
of BD1 responds to volume control, while BD1 also goes through one of the two 8-cahnel level 
control ICs at final summing.  



Individual Instrument Outputs 

With instrument level control already at final instrument stages, this means a pragmatic pre-
level-fader single instrument output is extremely hard to achieve. The latter would have had 
the advantage of using the main mix out and single outs in a sensible way together (e.g. fx 
send via single out), I find it physically safer to tap individual instruments at the larger caps 
around the volume controllers than wiring onto micro-sized resistors. Yet, while not ideal, 
easily achievable solutions are not half bad! 
 
The easiest way to tap individual instrument signals is to go for the larger caps around the 

volume controllers on the left area of the PCB. You get six individual outs.   

 

For tapping these, best take some thin wire with a dab of solder on them already, so soldering 

them onto the side of the cap is quicker and easier. More info on jack sockets etc. later.  

If you want to reduce crosstalk between instrument channels you may need to work a bit on 

the final instrument summing stage. 

 



What you see here in the upper left are the final instrument summing resistors (all 22k) and 

OPAMP. These then feed the main output. If you want to retain the mono sum output, you 

need to keep this section as is.  

In my unit I took 22k resistors out in order to reduce crosstalk between individual instruments 

but as the solder pads are so tiny, I was not able to put them back in for A/B comparisons. 

Hence, I cannot make any sensible statement about crosstalk differences with and without the 

final summing stage. In effect, this also means that my instruments are not available at the 

mono out anymore (yet, the audio in is, so I have the compressor and overdrive going for me 

this way). At any rate I’d encourage you to try your individual output mod first while keeping 

those little 22k resistors in – if crosstalk is meh, take the ones with instrument labels on the 

above picture out.  

If you want to go extra fancy, you might also think about taking the resistors out and using 

switched jack sockets for your individual outputs with the normal pin of these carrying the 

signals back into the main instrument summing stage via a new set of 22k resistors. This way, 

when you plug a jack into your single out, the respective instrument sound will be detracted 

from the main mono mix output.  

 

Places for your jack sockets - AKA - you will lose your battery compartment! 

First, unscrew the main PCB and remove it together with the touchpad PCB. Mind the power 

switch plastic cover (top right), which needs to go off first. Just gently pull it off. Also, mind the 

USB and audio connectors – don’t bend or break them!  

 

Pulling the PCB out can be a bit fiddly on account of the battery holder. You do not need to 

unsolder anything here, but it takes some patience. Have a look at the marked area on the 

following picture. Here you see the metal latch that might get stuck in the process. If you hold 



your UNO Drum up while pulling the PCB out, you can help the little one finding its way 

through the plastic and into the open air. 

 

This is where the metal latch can get stuck a bit: 

 

Once out, you can unscrew the battery holder and remove it entirely. 

The rest is easier. Take measure for holes, drill them, and fit the jack sockets (for testing; we 

need to wire them up later). The battery compartment is deep enough to fit 3,5mm jack 

sockets and there is enough space between the little plastic stabilizers for two of them. 

 

For holes, make a little dent first, so your drill doesn’t move all over the place, then best start 

with size two and work your way up to size 6.  

Next, we move on to wiring your sockets up. 



First, connect the ground lugs of your jack sockets to each other and use some wire for 

connecting to a PCB ground point later. 

 

Then wire up the tip lugs of your jack sockets with 1k-2,2k resistors in between the lug and the 

wire. BD1 needs two resistors and two wires connected since we need to do some passive 

summing for the BD1 main sound and BD1 “click”, which are on different channels. Label your 

wires, so you remember what’s what when soldering them onto the capacitor terminals later.  

After you have installed the jack sockets, maybe use some tape over the metal lugs of your 

sockets for isolation. Then feed the wires towards the lower side of the chassis. 

 

Now you can re-install the PCB, and then solder your wires to the respective caps.  



 

 

We’re done and can get rocking! 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 


